SUN22 COLLECTION
The Maje SUN22 eyewear collection is designed to transport you into a hypnotically seductive
summer season. Sunglass silhouettes are feminine and elegant, colours are sophisticated and
chic, and design details are fresh and innovative. With the latest SUN22 capsule collection let
Maje transport you to an everlasting sunshine-state-of-mind where light dances across the
ocean, you feel the soft warmth of sea breeze on your skin, and cast your gaze across eternally
hazy summer sunsets.
Inspired by oversized vintage styling, MJ5029 is a feminine retro silhouette featuring a soft
rounded top which is paired with an angular shape at the base for a chic and sophisticated
twist. The temples of this design showcase an ultra-lightweight metal sandwich construction for
a premium feel. Following the typical 1970’s colour palette, and adding a sense of vintage
glamour, this style is available in a new and highly fashionable rich Tortoiseshell. An elegant
and modern frame, this style is perfect for breakfast in Paris or twilight strolls along the city’s
famous canals.
With a nod to early 1970’s oversized styling, MJ7019 showcases a modern, geometric hexagon
shape, available in a gorgeous sunny Crystal Yellow. This bold acetate and metal combination
frame creates a feeling of suspension with ultra-thin metal beautifully contrasting with the
crystal-coloured acetate. It also features moulded metal tubular temples which, when
opened, reveal hidden Maje branding - a discoverable summer treasure. This frame is
available in a delicate Rose Gold option, as well as a light Champagne version with green
graduated lenses.
MJ7024 is an oversized pilot shape with a beautiful teardrop silhouette for a laid-back summer
vibe. To add a sense of lightness to the frame, each end piece features an intricate nylon wire
rimless construction. In colour pops of blue, pink, and champagne, the enamel filled logo
plaque sits pretty on the slim shiny metal temples. The more masculine shape of this style is
imbued with a feminine and delicate palette of Shiny Blue or Shiny Rose Gold, striking a
contemporary balance between the masculine and feminine.
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